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Why do we have security issues?

• Bugs 
buffer overflows, cross-site scripting attacks …

• Insecure configuration  
improper authorization, incomplete mediation …

• No security by design  
most of network protocols running the internet



Why security should matters to you?

➡ Because you are going to build the next 
computer systems, networks and software
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Welcome to CSCD27



Legacy

• CSCD27 Computer and Network Security 
Alan Rosselet 
University of  Toronto Scarborough

• 15-349 Introduction to Computer and Network 
Security 
Iliano Cervesato, Khaled Harras and Thierry Sans 
Carnegie Mellon University Qatar



Course Objectives

CSCD27 is an undergraduate course that provides 
a theoretical and technical overview of 
the field of computer security



Learning goals

1. Acquire a good understanding of basic concepts 
such as
• applied cryptography
• networking security
• software security

2. Acquire a methodology to design and analyze the 
security of critical systems

3. Acquire a good practice to stay up-to-date with 
the field



Course Topics

1. Applied Cryptography

2. Network Security

3. System Security



1. Applied Cryptography

• Classical crypto systems

• Modern crypto systems : symmetric vs asymmetric

• Hash functions and digital signatures

• Cryptography protocols for authentication and encryption



2. Network Security

Vulnerabilities and defense for the network stack

Protocol Secure Layer

Application DNS DNSsec

Transport TCP TLS (a.k.a. SSL)

Internet IP IPSec

Link 802.11 WPA2



3. Software Security

• Operating Systems

• Programs

• Malicious code

• Web Security



Course work, evaluation and grading

Theory Practice

Lecture & Tutorials Labs & Tutorials

Graded Work Midterm and Final CTF challenges

Grade weight 40% 60%

A mark of at least 40% on the final exam is required to pass the course



A fully online course

• Lectures will be live on Zoom,  
recorded and posted on Youtube afterwards

• Tutorials will be group discussions online (no recording)

• Labs will be individual help sessions online

๏ No access to Linux lab

✓ Use your own computer - MAC or Linux recommended 
(Ubuntu or try Kali Linux, Parrot OS, BlackArch Linux)



Academic Integrity

✓ For CTF challenges you are allowed to discuss problems with 
your classmates but not solutions

๏ For midterm and exams, you are not allowed to discuss 
problems and solutions with anyone

๏ You are not allowed to search online for the solution to the 
problem

✓ But you are allowed to search online for snippets of code 
that will help you write your solution

๏ You are not allowed to share snippets of code with anyone
๏ You are not allowed to publish online any snippet of code 

related this course even after the end of the semester



Ethical Hacking

• You will be exposed to attack methods
• You should uphold to a high standard of professional 

and personal ethic
๏ Your knowledge of attack methods does not 

imply permission to exploit them 
… even if it seems “harmful fun”

• UofT policies are strictly enforced
• Canadian Criminal Code is strictly enforced



Course website

https://thierrysans.me/CSCD27/

https://thierrysans.me/CSCD27/


How to succeed in this course

https://thierrysans.me/CSCD27/doc/howtosucceed/

https://thierrysans.me/CSCD27/doc/howtosucceed/


You know the drill ...

• Come to lectures

• Tutorials are important … blah blah blah

• Start to work early … blah blah blah



 .... but more specifically to this course

The important is why rather than how



The skills you must have

• Basic knowledge of computer systems (B09, B58 and C69)

• Good programming skills (especially Python and C)

• Good Linux skills (shell scripting) 

➡ Be able to seek for documentation  
and learn new materials on your own



About the lectures

The slides are not lecture notes



About the tutorials

The important is not the solution to 
the problems but the discussion 



About the CTF challenges

For each challenge, there will be a fair amount 
of materials to learn and to understand 
before being able to start working on a solution

Each challenge is highly experimental

Warning - the course load is significant



About the midterm and final exam

You will be tested on your understanding of:
• the content covered in lectures
• the content covered during tutorials
• the content covered in the challenges including the 

handout, the commands, and the starter code
• every command and line of code that you have used 

for producing and running your solution



Beyond the course

• Be curious

• Experiment with things (in an ethical hacking way)

• Get yourself up-to-date with the latest security news



Wishing you a fun semester


